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About This Content

This outfit camouflages Lara in a heavy coating of mud, action movie-style (single player outfit). 5d3b920ae0

Title: Tomb Raider: Hunter Skin
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Crystal Dynamics, Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Fer

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista,7,8 (32bit/64bit)

Processor:Dual core CPU: AMD Athlon64 X2 2.1 Ghz (4050+), I

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Polish,Dutch,Czech,Arabic

tomb raider hunter skin. tomb raider hunter skin

Looks pretty nice too.. Dirty and sexy, while good as survival costume, it would look like she does not care in later game where
she would not simply survive long with such clothes.. Lara is already dirty, and with this skin she became more Dirty.. It's cool
to be able to change skins for your character but make it unlockable and add special abilities. For this skin, the ability could be
infinite health and unlocked by dieing a certain amount of times (except by instant deaths).. I like my adventurers like their
environment: Dirty, dusty and muddy (and in this case pretty). Of all the Tomb Raider DLCs, this is the one I can truly
recommend.. DLC verdict: Don't get it OR Get it in the bundle with the base game Comment: It is just a new skin which you
can change at the camp fires. However, it does not reflect the injuries Lara receives (unlike her default skin) so it is a bit
immersion breaking. But it is part of the GOTY edition so you could get this through that.
------------------------------------------------------------------ If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner ..
I like my adventurers like their environment: Dirty, dusty and muddy (and in this case pretty). Of all the Tomb Raider DLCs,
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this is the one I can truly recommend.. Looks pretty nice too.. I bought this because. umm. err. Nope I have no idea why I
bought it. However having bought it I thought I'd use it. The outfit is fairly similar to the default outfit but with a lot more mud
and offers nothing really to recommend it. Later in the game Lara emerges dramatically from a pool of blood but because I was
using this outfit Lara was not covered in blood (only her ponytail). I then went and changed back to default outfit to find that the
default deteriorates through the game whereas this one doesn't. So not only is this DLC a pointless visual change it significantly
detracts from the original game.. Great skin!!!
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